Introduction
============

Since the Nobel-prize observation by Fire and Mello of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)-induced RNA interference (RNAi) in 1998 [@B1], [@B2], such double-stranded short interfering RNA duplexes, termed siRNA, that can lead to gene-specific silencing have evolved as a new paradigm of powerful therapeutics. In principle, RNAi offers the potential to modulate any and all disease-related mRNAs, allowing personalized medical treatment of diseases of almost all types. In addition, because of the unparalleled prowess in regulating gene expression and capability in carrying out countless rounds of mRNA cleavage, siRNA has been recognized as the future choice of therapeutics in the treatment of diseases of genetic disorders, viral infections [@B3]-[@B5], cancer [@B6]-[@B11], etc. The IC~50~ values (i.e. the dose that causes 50% cell death) for siRNA are normally in the pica-molar range [@B12], comparing to the micro-molar range for conventional small anti-tumor agents such as doxorubicin [@B13], thus allowing these drugs to eradicate a tumor at significantly lower, by 6-8 orders of magnitudes, bioavailable concentrations at the target tissues. However, siRNAs are highly negatively charged (about -40 charges) large molecules (\~13,300 Da), they cannot successfully diffuse across cell membrane to enter the cytosolic compartment where the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) machineries locate; because cell membranes are permeable to only small (\<700 Da) and hydrophobic compounds [@B14]-[@B16]. Hence, for siRNA-induced RNAi to realize even a fraction of its therapeutic potential, an intracellular delivery system for the siRNA drugs must be established.

Recent discovery of the class of cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs), also termed peptide transduction domains (PTDs), offers hope of resolving this critical membrane barrier [@B16]-[@B18]. Via covalent linkage, CPPs were shown to be capable of delivering a wide variety of cargos into primary cells and most tissues in preclinical models [@B17], [@B19]. Ample evidence also demonstrated that even through electrostatic condensation of the polyanionic DNA or siRNA with the polycationic CPP was also capable of inducing reasonable intracellular uptake of these drugs via the mechanism of macropinocytosis [@B18]-[@B20]; albeit that CPP-mediated cell translocation of such non-covalently linked complexes were far less effective than the covalent conjugates [@B21]. Hence, the most ideal means in realizing the therapeutic potential of the siRNA drugs is by formulating a soluble, monomeric CPP-siRNA conjugate through a covalent yet cytosol-cleavable linkage, so that CPP can mediate a potent intracellular delivery of siRNA via its unique endocytosis- independent pathway, but is then detached from the drug to allow siRNA remain in the cytosol, executing its gene-silencing therapeutic functions by means of the RISC system.

Yet, direct covalent conjugation of the cationic CPP to anionic siRNA faces a host of daunting challenges, as these two substrates would self-assemble into insoluble ionic aggregates, resulting in charge neutralization and inactivation of both siRNA and CPP [@B22]-[@B28]. It has been recognized that the dense cationic arginine motifs on CPP are crucial for inducing cellular uptake, by engaging with the anionic components on the cell surface, and charge neutralization has been proven to inhibit CPP-mediated cell internalization [@B27]. Even if covalently linked monomeric CPP-siRNA chimera could be successfully synthesized, this conjugate might still lack cell transduction activity, due to the likelihood of forming intra-molecular hairpin structure between CPP and siRNA, causing their charge neutralization. Moreover, most CPPs are known to possess nuclear-localization properties [@B16], [@B29], [@B30], and would thus ferry the attached cargo into nucleus as opposed to the desired destination of cytosol where machineries of the RISC system locate. Indeed, an authoritative review by Dowdy and co-workers has referred the task of realizing a covalently linked yet cytosol-dissociable monomeric CPP-siRNA chemical conjugate as the *"Holy Grail"*challenge; apparently reflecting the intractable technical difficulties in avoiding the charge-induced substrate aggregation and in achieving a highly effective intracellular and, specifically, cytosolic delivery of the siRNA drug. [@B27].

As known the PEG polymer chain, due to its dynamic spatial movement, could shield its attached cargo from recognition and interaction by the host immune system, we developed an innovative strategy to formulate an 1:1 monomeric LMWP (note: a well-established CPP [@B31])-siRNA covalent conjugate via a cytosol-cleavable disulfide linkage (Fig, 1A), without confronting the charge-induced neutralization and aggregation by the two oppositely charged substrates. Presented herein were cell culture results that offered a proof-of-concept demonstration of the plausibility of this chemical conjugation method. Comparing with the charge-complexed CPP-siRNA aggregated product, this chemical conjugate displayed far superior efficacy in delivering fully functional siRNA into the cytosolic compartment in executing presumably the most operational gene-silencing event (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B).

Materials and Methods
=====================

Materials
---------

Anti EGFP siRNA-cysteine (Sequence: 5′-GGCUACGUCCAGGAGCGCACC-3′, 3′-UUCCGAUGCAGGUCCUCGCGU-5′) and negative control siRNA (Sequence: 5′-AGCAUGCAUGAGUACCCAGCC-3′, 3′-UUUCGUACGUACUCAUGGGUC-5′) were both synthesized by Guangzhou Ribobio Co., Ltd. A single strand oligonucleotide 2′-O-MOE (AS-ODN, sequence: 5′-GGCCAAACCTCGGCTTACCTGAAAT-3′) was synthesized by Shanghai GenePharma Co., Ltd. LMWP (VSRRRRGGRRRRRR) was synthesized according to our previously developed protocol [@B32], [@B33]. Heterobifunctional PEG derivatives (Maleimide PEG NHS Ester, MW 3500) were obtained from Jenkem technology Co., Ltd. N-succinimidyl-3-(2-pyridyldithiol) propionate (SPDP) and Dithiothreitol (DTT) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. Fluorescein isothiocyanate isomer I (FITC), 4\',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and paraformaldehyde were from Sigma-Aldrich. Human breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 and EGFP stable transfected cell line MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells were kindly donated by Prof. Xiaoyue Tan (School of Medicine, Nankai University), where the former was used in cell uptake studies while the latter was applied for gene silencing efficacy study. All of the cell culture reagents were purchased from Invitrogen. The transfection agent Lipofector as well as the Diethy pyrocarbonate (DEPC) was both supplied by Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology. Rabbit monoclonal antibody to β-actin and EGFP antibodies, goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP were all from Santa Cruz. Water was distilled and deionized. Unless otherwise stated, chemicals were obtained from Sinopharm chemical reagent Beijing Co., Ltd.

Synthesis of the Conjugates
---------------------------

As displayed in Fig. [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, LMWP was first linked with a short (\~3,500 Da) PEG chain containing hetero-bifunctional activated ends of N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS ester) and maleimide (Mal). Since LMWP possesses no -SH group and only one reactive -NH2 group at its N-terminal, it could be linked only to the NHS-end of the PEG polymer. Cysteine was then added to the LMWP-PEG-Mal conjugate thus synthesized to convert the maleimide group to a -NH2 end, via the formation of a thioester bond between the -SH group on cysteine and maleimide group on LMWP-PEG. The LMWP-PEG-NH2 conjugate thus prepared was then activated with SPDP and thiolated with DTT to yield a reactive LMWP-PEG-SH compound (Step A; Fig. [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For coupling, the siRNA drug, pre- synthesized to contain an extra cysteine residue at the 5\'-end of the sense strand, was added to the afore-activated LMWP-PEG-SH to yield the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA final conjugate through the formation of a cytosol-cleavable disulfide (S-S) linkage (Step B; Fig. [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As noted, PEG polymers possess low polydispersity in molecular weight and unique solubility in both aqueous and organic solvents [@B34], [@B35]. To synthesize the LMWP-linked single-strand RNA product, 2′-O-MOE, a randomly selected single-strand anti-sense oligodeoxynulceotide (AS-ODN) that was pre-synthesized to contain a cysteine residue at the 5\'-end, was reacted with the LMWP-PEG-SH according to the same procedure described above.

Alternatively, the non-reducible LMWP-PEG-mal-S-siRNA conjugate was prepared by directly reacting LMWP-PEG-Mal compound with the above thiol-modified anti-EGFP siRNA.

Purification and Characterization of the Conjugates
---------------------------------------------------

Purification of the desired LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates was achieved via an anion exchange HiTrapTM DEAE FF (1ml, GE Healthcare, Sweden) chromatography using 20 mM sodium phosphate solution containning 10 mM EDTA at pH 7.2 (solution A) as the equilibrium buffer and the same solution containing 1M NaCl (solution B) as the elution buffer. The optimum elution conditions were as follows: Flow rate: 1 ml/min; Linear Gradient: 10-70% of solution B; Detection Wavelength: 260 nm. For comparison, the retention times on the DEAE column of LMWP-PEG-SH and siRNA were examined under identical conditions, with detection wavelength being set at 215nm for LMWP-PEG-SH.

Characterization of the purified conjugates was carried out using the matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of fight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry, according to a well-established procedure [@B36]-[@B38].

Preparation of the Lipofecter/siRNA Complex and the LMWP/siRNA Physical Mixtures
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Lipofecter/siRNA complex was produced by blending 5μl Lipofecter with 2μg siRNA according to the protocol provided by the supplier. The physical mixtures of LMWP-PEG/siRNA and LMWP/siRNA were prepared by adding equal moles of either LMWP-PEG or unmodified LMWP to siRNA (100 nM) prepared in the DEPC buffer containing 0.15 M NaCl and 10 mM EDTA at pH 7.2. The reaction mixtures were incubated for 5 minutes and then centrifuges at 1200 rpm to collect the final products.

Dynamic light scattering measurement
------------------------------------

The particle sizes of the physical mixtures of LMWP/siRNA and LMWP-PEG/siRNA, as well as the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA covalent conjugate were measured using Brookhaven Goniometer Light Scattering system, with deionized water as reference. Samples were prepared in light-scattering vials at the same concentration of siRNA. Dynamic light scattering was performed in high resistivity water as indicated below. All data points for dynamic light scattering were the average of three measurements performed on the same sample, and error bars represented the standard deviation.

Cell Uptake and Intracellular Localization Studies
--------------------------------------------------

Human breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 cells were utilized for these studies. Briefly, cells were grown at 37 °C in humidified atmosphere in L15 medium supplemented with 1% antibiotics, 1% NEAA and 10 % FBS, according to a previously established protocol [@B39]. Formulations containing FITC-labeled siRNA (including: PBS, native siRNA, Lipofecter/siRNA complex, LMWP-PEG/siRNA physical mixture, LMWP/siRNA physical mixture, the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA (Conj-1) and LMWP-PEG-mal-S-siRNA (Conj-2) were then incubated the MDA-MB-231 cells with at 37 °C for 2 h. Cells were washed twice with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min, treated with the DAPI (2μg/ml) nucleic acid staining, and then subjected to confocal laser scanning microscopy analysis using an Olympus FV-300 laser scanning microscope operated with FLUOVIEW software (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Intracellular Distribution of the Conjugates Using Raman Imaging
----------------------------------------------------------------

The MDA-MB-231 cells were utilized for the Raman imaging studies. In brief, cells seeded on glass slides were incubated overnight and then treated with either the bio-reducible Conj-1 or the non-reducible Conj-2 at an equal concentration (100 nM) at 37 °C for 2 h. Cells were then washed twice with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 30 min at room temperature. Cell localization of these conjugates was analyzed by the intensity of the Raman laser light using the DXR Raman Spectrophotometer (Thermal Scientific, USA) in the presence of water. The excitation laser wavelength used was 532 nm, where the laser intensity was set at 2 mW. Laser light filtered by a plasma filter was focused onto the samples with a 50x objective (numerical aperture, N.A. = 0.9). A line map scan was performed along a single cell using a step size of 100 nm. Statistical averages were obtained from at least 5 images, with the exposure time being set at 10 second for each image. Spectra were acquired in the range from 700 to 1800 cm^-1^, and images were presented pertaining to the FITC band at 1172 cm^-1^.

Transfection and *In vitro* Inhibition on EGFP Expression by the siRNA Formulations
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The EGFP stable transfected cell line MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells were used for these studies. Briefly, the cells were grown at 37 °C in humidified atmosphere in L15 medium supplemented with 1% antibiotics, 1% NEAA and 10 % FBS. *In vitro* inhibition on EGFP expression was evaluated by treating the cells with formulations containing PBS, negative control siRNA, naked siRNA, lipofecter/siRNA complex, LMWP/siRNA physical mixture, the bio-reducible Conj-1, or the non-reducible Conj-2). The concentration of siRNA was maintained at 50 nM in all of these formulations. The treated cells were incubated for 12h, followed by the replacement with fresh culture media and further incubation for up to 3 days at 37 °C. The siRNA gene silencing down effect were assessed by the inhibition on EGFP expression, using different methodologies including confocal microscopy, FACS, fluorescence intensity and Western-blot analysis. Experimental details were described in each of the following sections.

*In vitro*Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
--------------------------------------------

MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells were seeded at 2×10^4^ cells per well on a glass cover slip for 24 h. After transfection using the aforementioned procedure, cells were rinsed with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 30min at room temperature, and then washed three times with PBS. The media was replaced with 2 mM DAPI (Sigma, USA) Hanks balanced salt solution to stain the nuclei for 10 min, and the cover slip was then placed on a sticky microscopy slide in the presence of the antifade mounting medium (Genemed, USA). The cells were imaged immediately using the Olympus FV-300 laser scanning confocal microscope which was equipped with the FLUOVIEW software (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Fluorescence Intensity Studies
------------------------------

After transfection by using the aforementioned procedure, cells were washed twice with PBS and then lysed on ice with 200μl cell lysis buffer containing 20mM Tris, 150mM NaCl,1% Triton X-100, and 1mM PMSF at pH=7.5. The cell lysate was then centrifuged at 10,000g for 10 min at 4℃ and the supernatant was collected. All of the samples were adjusted to the same protein concentration using the BCA protein detection kit to avoid heterogeneity in cell density among the treated groups. The EGFP fluorescence intensity in the supernatant was recorded using a microplate reader (SpectraMax M3, Molecular Devices, California USA), with the excitation and emission wavelength being set at 488 nm and at 507 nm, respectively.

Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorter Analysis of EGFP Expression
--------------------------------------------------------------

The flow cytometry (BD Biosciences, Bradford, MA) method was used to quantify the EGFP expression in the MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells treated with test formulations. The treated cells were washed twice with PBS and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde solution. Expression of EGFP in the MDA-MB-231 cells was analyzed with using the BD FACS Canto II flow cytometry equipped with the FlowJo Software.

Western-Blotting Analysis
-------------------------

Transfected cells were lysed (n=5) and quantified for the EGFP expression using the western-blot method and β-actin as the internal reference, according to a well-established procedure [@B40], [@B41]. The gene down-regulate efficiency was quantified by densitometry (Image J 1.48u, National Institutes of Health, USA).

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

Data were collected from three separate experiments and expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Differences between groups were analyzed using unpaired two-tailed Student\'s t-test. A P-value of \<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results
=======

The double stranded anti-EGFP siRNA, (5′-GGCUACGUCCAGGAGCGCACC-3′, 3′-UUCCGAUGCAGGUCCUCGCGU-5′), was selected as the primary representative siRNA drug. To validate the utility of the conjugation method towards single stranded RNA, however, a randomly selected anti-sense oligodeoxynucleotide (AS-ODN), 2′-O-MOE (5′-GGCCAAACCTCGGCTTACCTGAAAT-3′), was also examined. Alternatively, the LMWP peptide (VSRRRRRRGGRRRR) developed in our laboratory, which was proven to possess potent cell-penetrating ability [@B32], [@B33], [@B42], was selected as the model CPP based on several unmatched advantages. First, among all of the existing CPPs, LMWP was the only natural product derived directly from native protamine by enzymatic digestion [@B43], and was also suitable for mass production/manufacturing. Secondly, the toxicological profiles of LMWP were already established [@B7]. *In vivo* results showed that LMWP possessed significantly reduced antigenicity, mutagenicity and complement activating activity, when comparing with native protamine; a FDA-approved drug currently in clinical use [@B44]-[@B46].

Synthesis, Purification and Characterization of the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA Conjugate
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The proposed conjugation method was illustrated in the Supplementary Section (Fig**.** S1). In brief, the strategy was based on the unique and unparalleled dynamic movement of the PEG polymer and its yielded shielding effect on the charged molecules to override all of the aforementioned obstacles [@B34], [@B35]. As noted, the hydrated state of the PEG chain was demonstrated to possess an unparalleled spatial dynamic mobility thereby enhancing the solubility of its linked compound and diminishing it from aggregation and detection by the host immune system [@B34]. In agreement with these reported observations, our results showed that while strong charge-induced aggregation occurred when unmodified LMWP was mixed with siRNA (the turbid solution; Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A.1). In sharp contrast, the reaction mixture remained transparent when either the pegylated LMWP was physically mixed with siRNA (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A.2) or following a successful synthesis of the final LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA chemical conjugates (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A.3). These findings provide sound evidence to confirm our hypothesis: i.e. the PEG chain on LMWP-PEG would shield LMWP from charge-induced complexation with siRNA during the coupling process (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A.2), and the extraordinarily dynamic spatial movement of PEG would also prevent the intra- or inter-molecular self-assembly event in the final LMWP-PEG-siRNA conjugates (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A.3). Since both reactants involved in the coupling process contain only a single reactive -SH group, formation of 1:1 (siRNA: LMWP) covalently linked conjugates is therefore warranted. Analysis of the particle size of the reaction mixtures also offered strong support to the above findings. As shown in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B.2, the average particle size of the mixture of native LMWP and siRNA was in the range between 300 - 400 nm, explicitly suggesting the formation of aggregated particles due to charge complexation. In sharp contrast, particle sizes of the physical mixture of LMWP-PEG and siRNA (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B.3) as well as the final LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B.4) were almost non-detectable and similar to that of the ultra-pure water (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B.1), reflecting masking of the electrostatic interaction between the two oppositely charged LMWP and siRNA by PEG. These results further confirmed that the final LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates existed in a hydrated and soluble state.

DEAE anion exchange chromatography was employed to purify the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate, where the siRNA-containing products would bind to the DEAE column and subsequently be eluted using a gradient NaCl solutions. As seen in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C, while LMWP-PEG-SH (detected at 215nm; Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C.1) and anti-EGFP siRNA (detected at 260nm; Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C.2) were eluted from the DEAE column at NaCl concentrations of 0 M and 0.4 M, due to the absence or presence of strong binding affinity towards DEAE, respectively, the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate was eluted in-between of these two salt concentrations (0.2 M NaCl; the middle peak in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C.3). However, the by-product of the reaction, siRNA-S-S-siRNA, was also eluted in this step at 0.5 M NaCl (the trailing peak in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C.3), as it had a stronger polyanionic nature than native siRNA, thereby resulting stronger binding to DEAE.

The MALDI-TOF analysis of these products yielded a molecular weight of 5897.2 Da, 13158.8 Da and 18299.8 Da for LMWP-PEG-SH, siRNA and LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA, respectively. These results were in excellent agreement with the calculated molecular weights for these products, confirming the success of synthesizing the monomeric LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate. The recovery yield of the final chemical conjugate was about 30%. However, with an further optimized protocol and a bench purification process, our preliminary findings indicated that a final yield as high as 55% can be readily attained; indicating the suitability of this conjugation method for scaling-up purpose in mass manufacturing of the final LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA covalent conjugates.

In a separate sequence of experiments, we confirmed the utility of this conjugation method towards single-stranded RNA. The elution profiles and MALDI-TOF data for the LMWP-PEG-MOE (an AS-ODN) product were presented in the Supplementary Fig. [S2](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Fig. [S3](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively. Consistent with findings observed above for the double-stranded anti-EGFP siRNA, the elution peaks of LMWP-PEG, MOE and LMWP-PEG-S-S-MOE occurred at 0 M, 0.4 M and 0.2 M NaCl, whereas their molecular weights, determined by MALDI-TOF, for these three compounds were 5897.2 Da, 6601.1 Da and 12355.5 Da, respectively. Compounding these findings suggested the universal applicability of this conjugation strategy towards all types of nucleic acid-based therapeutic agents.

Intracellular Uptake and Localization of the Test Conjugates
------------------------------------------------------------

Cell uptake studies were carried out on MDA-MB-231 cells using confocal microscope. Six samples including: (1) PBS, (2) anti-EGFP siRNA alone, (3) Lipofecter and anti-EGFP siRNA complex, (4) physical mixture (molar ratio: 1:1) of LMWP-PEG and anti-EGFP siRNA (5) physical mixture (molar ratio: 1:1) of LMWP and anti-EGFP siRNA, and (6) the LMWP-PEG-S-S-anti-EGFP siRNA conjugate were prepared and subsequently examined. As expected, confocal images (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A) showed insignificant cell uptake of the FITC-labeled anti-EGFP siRNA (Sample \#2), as the fluorescence intensity (FI) (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B) inside the cells (FI = 23.3) was almost identical to the background intensity (FI = 4.7) shown by the PBS buffer; primarily due to the lack of cell internalizing ability by the anti-EGFP siRNA alone. On the other hand, both the Lipofecter and anti-EGFP siRNA complex (Sample \#3) as well as the physical mixture of LMWP-PEG and anti-EGFP siRNA (Sample \#4) displayed slightly improved (over Sample \#2) yet still fairly weak cellular FITC intensities (FI = 90.7 & 78.0, respectively; Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B), suggesting the capable yet ineffective cell internalization by these two samples. Obviously, the lack of cell uptake of Sample \#4 was presumably due to the interference of the PEG moiety on LWMP-PEG that prohibited the formation of the cell-permeable LMWP/siRNA charge complexes. In agreement with our previous findings [@B31] and also literature reports by many other investigators [@B31], [@B35], non-covalent complexing of the anionic anti-EGFP siRNA with cationic LMWP (Sample \#5) resulted in moderately successful CPP-mediated cell entry (FI = 509); albeit this FITC intensity was only 43% of that (FI = 1181) mediated by the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA covalent conjugate (Sample \#6). Overall, cellular uptake of the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates was 50.6-fold higher than that displayed by native siRNA without LMWP modification, and 2.3-fold higher than that by charge complexing of siRNA with CPP - the most efficient method to date in delivering siRNA drugs into cells. These results confirmed two very important aspects of utilizing our conjugation strategy in cellular delivery of siRNA. First, under the same CPP concentration and an equal molar ratio of CPP vs siRNA, the covalent and monomeric (1:1) chemical conjugate (sample \#6) would yield a far more effective, by over 2 folds higher, intracellular siRNA uptake than that by the charge-associated aggregates produced via the conventional method of physically mixing CPP with siRNA (sample \#5).

Secondly, our conjugation strategy apparently eliminated the formation of the charge-induced intra-molecular hairpin structure and inter-molecular aggregation between CPP and siRNA or, otherwise the LMWP-siRNA chemical conjugate would not be able to internalize cells due to charge neutralization of the cell-penetrating arginine motifs on LMWP. Consistently, the covalent conjugate containing the anti-sense drug (i.e. LMWP-PEG-S-S-MOE) displayed similar intracellular uptake efficiency (Fig. [S4](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) when compared with the conjugate containing the anti-EGFP siRNA (i.e. LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA).

It was known that many CPPs including TAT and LMWP displayed nucleus localization preference [@B47]-[@B49]. Yet, the RISC machineries required for siRNA to carry out the specific gene silencing functions resided in the cytosol. To magnify the partitioning of siRNA in the cytosol as opposed to the nucleus, we purposely connected siRNA and LMWP via a disulfide linkage, thereby once internalizing the cells via CPP-mediated trans-membrane function, this -S-S- bond would be broken automatically due to the elevated levels of reductase and glutathion activities in the cytosol. To verify this aspect, a comparison cell localization study was carried out by using LMWP-siRNA conjugates linked with a cytosol-cleavable disulfide bond (LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA; termed Conj-1) or a non-cleavable maleimide-sulfide bond (LMWP-PEG-Mal-S-siRNA; termed Conj-2). Chemical structures of these two conjugates were illustrated in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A. It was expected that the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate (Conj-1) would be reduced in the cytosol into two components, LMWP-PEG and free siRNA; of which the former would further internalize the nucleus whereas the latter would retain in the cytosol. In contrast, the LMWP-PEG-Mal-S-siRNA conjugate (Conj-2) would stay intact in the cytosol and eventually be partitioning, as a whole, into the nucleus phase, due to the preferable nucleus localization behaviour of LMWP. Confocal images in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B revealed that the fluorescent intensities of these two conjugates in the cells were almost identical, suggesting that both conjugates possessed a similar cell internalization ability and were thus taken by the MDA-MB-231 cells in an equally effective manner. Nevertheless, the exact locations of these two conjugates could not be clearly identified, as the cells appeared to be too bright due to the high power (60μW) of the laser beam employed in this study. To address this issue, the laser power was reduced to 20μW to help visually examine cell distribution of these two conjugates more precisely. As shown by the enlarged confocal images in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C, after 2h of incubation Conj-1 displayed a higher partitioning ratio in the cytosol over the nucleus, owing to dissociation of the disulfide bond by the cytoplasmic reducing environment. In contrast, the non-reducible Conj-2 accumulated more profoundly in the nucleus, due to the nucleus localization preference of the linked LMWP.

Raman images based on lateral Raman scans were generated to further differentiate cell localization of these two conjugates. Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D presented the Raman spectral images pertaining to FITC (1172 cm^-1^band) [@B50]-[@B52], where the colors reflected the fluorescent intensities (blue: low intensity, red: high intensity) corresponding to the concentrations of FITC-labeled siRNA at each spot. As noted, the plot for Conj-1 in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D revealed that high FITC intensities resided predominantly in cytoplasmic region with relatively low intensities being found in the nucleus. This finding confirmed our hypothesis that once entered the cells the disulfide bond in Conj-1 was rapidly hewn in the cytosol by chemical reduction, rendering the detached siRNA to stay in the cytosolic compartment. In contrast, for the non-reducible Conj-2 in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D, FITC intensities were seen to spread over the entire cell, with high intensities being specifically identified in the nucleus, suggesting that the fluorescent-labeled siRNA not only entered the cells but, giving sufficient time, also destined preferably towards the nucleus compartment, apparently attributing to the nucleus localization function by the undetached LMWP. The corresponding simulated intensity 3D maps displayed in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}E, where X, Y axes represented the two-dimensional location in the cell and Z-axis denoted the fluorescent intensity, further revealed a distinctive difference in the cell distribution patterns of these two conjugates. As reflected by the locations of the intensity maxima of these two conjugates, deposition of Conj-1 occurred primarily in close vicinity of the membrane areas but was distance away from the nucleus, owing to a rapid detachment of siRNA from LMWP by the action of the cytoplasmic reducing agents (e.g. glutathione, reductase, etc.) immediately following its cellular uptake. It should be noted that a certain fraction of Conj-1 was able to escape cytosolic reduction and, with the undeleted LMWP unit, was able to translocate, as a whole conjugate body, into the nucleus; as evidenced by impermeable FITC-labeled siRNA in the nucleus. Distinctively, because of the presence of the non-reducible bond between siRNA and LMWP, most of Conj-2 remained stable in the cytosolic compartment. While a small portion of the conjugates was retained in the cytosol, the majority of Conj-2 continued to migrate into the nucleus via the nucleus-localization function of LMWP; as reflected by the distribution of FITC-labeled siRNA in both the cytosolic (minor) and nucleus (major) compartments.

*In Vitro*Gene Silencing Efficacy on EGFP Expression
----------------------------------------------------

The gene silencing down-regulating effect by anti-EGFP siRNA was assessed using EGFP over-expressed MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells. In practice, the MDA-MB-231 cells transfected with EGFP genes evinced a green fluorescent color, and thus a diminution in green color intensity would symbolize the down regulation of EGFP expression and hence the gene-silencing efficacy of the tested anti-EGFP siRNA formulations (for details, see legend in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

As displayed by the laser scanning microscopy images in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A, both the siRNA negative control (Sample \#2) and anti-EGFP siRNA alone (Sample \#3) yielded negligible inhibition on EGFP expression, as the green color intensities in the MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells of these two samples remained similar to the background intensity of cells treated with PBS (Sample \#1). This was apparently due to the lack of uptake of the cell-impermeable siRNA compounds. On the other hand, while both the Lipofecter/siRNA complex (Sample \#4) and LMWP/siRNA physical mixture (Sample \#5) displayed obvious inhibition on EGFP expression in the MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells, the most profound EGFP gene-silencing effect was observed in cells treated with the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates (Sample \#6); as judged by the degree of reduction in the fluorescent intensity in the treated cells. To further validate this event, the down-regulating effect on EGFP expression in MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells was assessed using flow cytometry. In agreement with confocal image results, flow cytometry measurements presented in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B revealed that the levels of EGFP expression (Blue Dot: EGFP over-expressed cells; Red Dot: Cells with EGFP at low concentration or without EGFP) in the MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells treated with siRNA negative control (Sample \#2) and naked anti-EGFP siRNA (Sample \#3) were 91.4% and 87.6%, respectively, of the background FACS number shown by cells treated with PBS (Sample \#1). Similarly, while both the Lipofecter/siRNA complex (Sample \#4) and LMWP/siRNA physical mixture (Sample \#5) unveiled noteworthy suppression on EGFP gene expression to 75.1% and 41.2% of the background level, respectively, the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate (Sample \#6) again yielded the most substantial down-regulation on EGFP expression, by reducing the FACS quantity to the least extent of 21.2%. The EGFP fluorescence intensity on the lysed MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells treated with different groups also offered consistent findings (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C). While cells treated with PBS, siRNA negative control and naked siRNA (Samples \#1, \#2 & \#3, respectively) exhibited virtually no significant difference in fluorescence intensity (FI), cells treated with the lipofecter/siRNA complex (Sample \#4), the LMWP/siRNA physical mixture (Sample \#5) and the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates (Sample \#6) all displayed statistically significant reduction on the FI values (27,141, 16,959 and 6,509, respectively); demonstrating an inhibition on EGFP expression by 55.4%, 72.1% and 89.3%, respectively; when comparing their FI numbers with the background total of 60,796 shown by Sample \#1. It is important to note that the gene-silencing potency, judged by the remaining EGFP levels in the cells, was 2.6-fold more overwhelming in Sample \#6 than in Sample \#5 (10.7% vs 27.9%, respectively, as calculated from the FI data), consistent with the revealed results in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} that cell uptake of the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates was 2.3-fold higher than that of the siRNA and CPP mixture made by charge complexation. Such results indicated that the difference on the amount of cytosol-delivered free siRNA molecules by these two different formulations, which were prepared under an identical amount of CPP and siRNA, were likely to be also around a ratio of \~2.5:1.0; suggesting that both preparations yielded similar degree of cytosol localization, and the better gene silencing effect of the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates was primary due to their enhanced cell internalization ability over the charge complexes. In other words, the gene-silencing ability depends primarily on the amount of free siRNA molecules in the cytosol and not necessarily upon the stability of these two formulations in the cells. It should be specifically pointed out that up-till-now formulating the CPP/siRNA charge aggregates has been considered as the most competent strategy over all other existing methods in delivering siRNA (or DNA) compounds into cells.

The above findings were further validated by examining the EGFP expression in homogenized cell lysates supplied with protease inhibitors using the western-blot method. Among the aforementioned six test samples, the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate once again yielded the strongest gene silencing effect on MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells (marked as Sample \#6 in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D), with the EGFP down-regulating ratio being about 83.5%; consistent with the fluorescent intensity and FACS analysis data. However, the charge-associated LMWP/siRNA aggregates (Sample \#5; Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D) and cationic lipofecter/siRNA complex (Sample \#4; Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D) also displayed comparatively low gene down-regulating efficiency, at a level of 51.5% and 23.7%, respectively. For comparison, flow cytometry examination of the non-reducible LMWP-PEG-S-Mal-siRNA (anti-EGFP siRNA) conjugate (Conj-2) was also carried out. As depicted in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}E, Conj-2 yielded a much weaker down-regulation on EGFP expression, reducing its level to 68.3% of the baseline total; as compared to that (21.2%) by the cytosol-reducible LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA (anti-EGFP siRNA) conjugate (Sample \#6 in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B). This finding demonstrated the importance of retaining the cell-delivered siRNA in the cytosolic compartment, should one want to achieve the most potent gene-silencing efficacy.

Discussion
==========

The unmatched selectivity, efficiency, and potentially the universal utility in treating diseases of all types render the siRNA agents to evolve as the new generation of drug-of-choice. Nevertheless, owing to the inability of naked siRNA to cross the cell membrane barrier and induce RNA interfering response, developing methods that can lead to successful intracellular delivery of these agents becomes a formidable necessity. Recent discovery of the so-called cell-penetrating peptides (CPP) shed light of solving this dilemma. Via physical mixing or covalent conjugation of CPP with siRNA, both the charge-associated aggregates and covalent conjugates were shown to be capable of delivering the siRNA cargos into cells; albeit that the covalent conjugates was demonstrated to be far superior than the charge-linked aggregates in transducing siRNA into cells as well as in inducing potent gene-silencing activity. Despite continuous efforts and pursuit, however, formulation of the 1:1 CPP: siRNA chemical conjugate was still being considered by most experts as an insurmountable and, indeed, a *"Holy Grail"* task; owing to the self-assembly process that occurred concurrently between the highly cationic LMWP and anionic siRNA. As noted, formation of intra-molecular crosslinks or inter-molecular charge aggregates would instigate significant impairment on the biological functions of both CPP and siRNA.

Since the report of CPP-mediated cell transduction of macro-molecular cargos in 1999, till to-date there were only very few reports claiming the success in obtaining the desirable CPP-siRNA chemical conjugates [@B16], [@B23], [@B27], [@B53], [@B54]. Yet, these works all failed to demonstrate that the charge-induced self-aggregation event in their process was completely eliminated, or the yield of the final chemical product was actually meaningful. More specifically, none of these methods deemed capable of producing sufficient quantities of the final covalent conjugates that were essential for carrying out *in vivo* or clinical trials. Hence, one of the primary impacts of the presented conjugation strategy was that it might offer, for the first time, a *"breakthrough"* advance on mass synthesis of the functional CPP-siRNA covalent conjugates, thereby paving the road for future clinical translation of the siRNA therapeutics. The presence of a transparent fluid state during the conjugation process (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A) and the particle size measurements (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B) all provided indisputable evidence of completely avoiding the charge-induced aggregation during chemical synthesis as well as attaining the desirable monomeric LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates. Importantly, even under our current laboratory settings we were already able to attain a recovery yield of approximately 30% of the pure conjugate (results from Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Considering that the chromatographic purification method was limited for scale-up purpose, we actually took the advantages of the so-called "batch purification" strategy which was suitable for industry-scale product production. Results showed a convenient increase of the final yield of this chemical conjugate to over 50% from the initial reactants, making this method suitable for mass production, thus fulfilling the need of chemicals in conducting animal studies and clinical efficacy trials. Additionally, improving the efficiency of the coupling reaction and reducing the formation of the by-product siRNA-S-S-siRNA would also increase the final yield, which we intended to realize by optimizing the conjugation method.

Comparing with all of the CPP-aided siRNA delivery systems to date, data presented in this paper proved that formulating the covalent conjugate via our method deemed to be the most efficient means in delivering siRNA into cells. While cell uptake of both the bio-reducible and non-reducible conjugates (Conj-1 & Conj-2 in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A) remained similar, as reflected by the presence of almost identical cell fluorescence intensities for both compounds (see Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B), these two chemical conjugates nevertheless yielded a 2.3-fold enhancement on intracellular siRNA delivery over that by the charge-linked LMWP/siRNA aggregates prepared via the conventional mixing method (i.e. by comparing the FI values in Sample \#6 vs. Sample \#5; see Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). Yet, results related to Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}E also demonstrated that the gene-silencing potency did not rely solely on the level of cell uptake, but was also dependent on the localization of these aggregates/conjugates within the cells. As shown from the flow cytometry results, the presence of a disulfide linkage thereby permitting cytosolic detachment of siRNA from LMWP enabled the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate (Conj-1) to be far more potent than the non-reducible LMWP-PEG-S-Mal-siRNA conjugate (Conj-2) in inducing RNAi response (the remaining EFGP levels in cells were 21.2% for Sample \#6 in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B versus 68.3% in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}E, respectively); although cell uptake of both conjugates observed in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B appeared to be nearly identical. On the other hand, despite the fact that Conj-2 exhibited a significantly higher cell uptake than the LMWP/siRNA charge aggregates (refer to the FI values of Sample \#6 versus Sample \#5 in Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B), flow cytometry results nevertheless revealed a much weaker gene-silencing potency by Conj-2 than that by the LMWP/siRNA charge aggregates (68.3% versus 41.2%, according to the FACS results shown in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}E & [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B, respectively). This phenomenon could be accounted for in terms of the presence a higher nucleus partitioning ratio of the covalent conjugates than the charge-associated LMWP/siRNA aggregates, due to the nucleus localization preference caused by of the non-dissociable LMWP moiety on Conj-2.

Conclusions
===========

In conclusion, *in vitro* findings confirmed that the proposed novel conjugation strategy would not only yield the most successful cellular uptake of the siRNA agents but also produce the highest gene-silencing therapeutic efficacy. Since this method was proven to possess the utility towards both single- or double-stranded RNA compounds, it could serve as a platform technology to realize clinical translation of virtually all nucleic acid-based drugs including therapeutic genes. Furthermore, because of the simplicity and robotic nature of the synthesis protocol of this conjugation method, it is envisioned that the technology could be readily transformed into a kit made of two cartridges, one comprises of a chemical-stabilized, pre-made LMWP-PEG-SH compound capable for cell-penetration, whereas the other consists of a selected siRNA (or DNA) drug pre-synthesized to contain a cysteine residue (and thus an active -SH functional group) at the 3\' end of the sense strand and also stabilized with the addition of certain specific chemicals [@B55]. For synthesis, one could simply mingle these two cartridges to attain the final LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate, which in turns would produce the most effective cytosol-specific delivery of siRNA and subsequently the most potent RNA interference (RNAi) response. Lastly, it should be reiterated that, albeit the current study was performed only in cell culture, the capability of CPP-mediated intracellular delivery of large or charged cargos such as proteins, genes and drug carriers has already been thoroughly confirmed in animal studies [@B16]-[@B18]. Yet, the real bottleneck to achieve successful intracellular siRNA delivery *in vivo* lies in the inability to synthesize sufficient quantity of the CPP-siRNA covalent conjugates *in vitro*[@B27]. To this regard, the current study offers a breakthrough stride towards realizing clinical translation of the siRNA therapeutics. However, effective *in vivo* delivery of these conjugates requires a carefully designed delivery system that can protect the conjugates from proteolytic degradation thereby maintaining their *in vivo* stability, as well as enhance the tumor targeting efficiency and reduce the systemic toxic effects over normal tissues. To this regard, integration of these covalent conjugates with our ongoing research of designing a magnetic iron oxide nano-carrier (MION)-based delivery system is essential to achieve the milestone goal of realizing a MRI-guided, cocktail-type siRNA brain tumor therapy.
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![Schematic illustration of the reaction mechanism of the CPP-siRNA conjugates. A) The siRNA duplex with the 3\'-end of the sense strand being modified with a sulfhydryl group was coupled, via a disulfide linkage, to a PEG-protected cell-penetrating peptide (LMWP), thereby avoiding charge-induced complexing/aggregation between siRNA and LMWP. B) Intracellular uptake of the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate includes four separate events: (I) CPP-mediated cell transduction; (II) Cleavage of the disulfide bond resulting in the detachment of LMWP from siRNA; (III) Nucleus localization of LMWP; and (IV) Specific gene silencing by the cytosol-released siRNA via the RISC system.](thnov07p2495g001){#F1}

![Characterization of the conjugate. A) Photographs of the reaction mixtures of: (1) unmodified siRNA and LMWP, (2) siRNA and LMWP-PEG, and (3) the LMWP-PEG-siRNA conjugate; B) Particle size analysis of: (1) pure water, (2) physical mixture of unmodified LMWP and siRNA, (3) physical mixture of LMWP-PEG and siRNA, and (4) the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugate; C) DEAE chromatograms of: (1) LMWP-PEG-SH, (2) native siRNA, and (3) the LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA conjugates.](thnov07p2495g002){#F2}

![Cell uptake studies carried out on MDA-MB-231 cells using FITC-labeled anti-EGFP siRNA. A) Confocal microscopy; and B) Fluorescence intensity results of samples containing: (1) PBS, (2) anti-EGFP siRNA alone, (3) Lipofecter and anti-EGFP siRNA complex, (4) physical mixture (molar ratio: 1:1) of LMWP-PEG and anti-EGFP siRNA, (5) physical mixture (molar ratio: 1:1) of LMWP and anti-EGFP siRNA, and (6) the LMWP-PEG-S-S-anti-EGFP siRNA conjugate. For comparison, LMWP concentration and molar ratio of LMWP vs. anti-EFGP siRNA employed in all of these studies were maintained identical. (n=5, p\<0.001)](thnov07p2495g003){#F3}

![Comparative cell-localization studies on MDA-MB-231 cells of the bio-reducible (LMWP-PEG-S-S-siRNA; Conj-1) and non-reducible (LMWP-PEG-S-mal-siRNA; Conj-2) conjugates using FITC-labeled anti-EGFP siRNA. A) Chemical structures of the linkages employed in Conj-1 and Conj-2; B) Confocal images under a laser power of 60μW; C) Enlarged confocal images under a reduced laser power of 20μW; D) Confocal Raman images at the band of 1172 cm^-1^; and E) The corresponding simulated intensity 3D maps.](thnov07p2495g004){#F4}

![The gene silencing down effect by anti-EGFP siRNA on EGFP over-expressed steady transfection MDA-MB-231-EGFP cells. A) Confocal fluorescent images; B) FACS quantification results; C) Fluorescence intensity results of samples being excited at a wavelength of 488 nm and emitted at 507 nm (n=5, p\<0.001); and D) Western blot analysis of EGFP levels after gene knockdown, determined 72 h after activation. The test samples in A to D are: (1) PBS, (2) siRNA negative control, (3) anti-EGFP siRNA alone, (4) Lipofecter and anti-EGFP siRNA complex, (5) Physical mixture (molar ratio: 1:1) of LMWP and anti-EGFP siRNA, and (6) the LMWP-PEG-S-S-anti-EGFP siRNA conjugate; and E) Gene-silencing activity of LMWP-PEG-S-Mal-siRNA conjugate. For comparison, LMWP concentration and molar ratio of LMWP vs anti-EFGP siRNA employed in all of these studies were maintained identical.](thnov07p2495g005){#F5}
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